APPENDIX-4

LIST OF TABLES

LIST OF TABLES IN STATUS SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS

1. Educational background of the teacher
2. Age of the teacher
3. Distribution of teaching experience
4. Teacher’s distribution on rural and urban background
5. Teacher’s distribution on family vocation
6. Motive of job of Government and private school teachers
7. Shades of job-satisfaction among government and private school teachers
8. Student family’s academic background
9. Availability of infrastructure in schools
10. Support services
11. Status of audio-vidual facilities
12. Special arrangements for children
13. Support techniques
14. Teaching techniques
15. Special assistance/ arrangements
16. Average teacher-student ration in elementary schools
17. Workshops conducted in schools during vacations

LIST OF TABLES IN SOCIO-CULTURAL EXPECTATION QUESTIONNAIRE

18. Fundamental philosophy
19. Social relationships
20. The teacher
21. Curriculum transaction
LIST OF TABLES IN STATUS SURVEY OF ELEMENTARY TEACHERS TRAINING INSTITUTES

22. Basic Infrastructure
23. Accommodation facilities
24. Weightage in theory and practice
25. Curriculum component and distribution of marks
26. SUPW activities
27. Non-scholastic subjects
28. Curriculum transaction
29. Facilities available for teaching practice
30. Practice teaching pattern
31. Preparation for practice taking
32. Co-curricular activities
33. Staff strength
34. Educational and professional qualification of teachers
35. Staff development
36. In-service programs for teachers
37. Requirements for conducting in-service programs

LIST OF TABLES IN ANALYSIS OF CLASSROOM INTERACTION

38. Frequencies for selected categories three DIETs (RCS)
39. Values for ratios for three DIETs (RCS)
40. Frequencies for selected categories in three subjects (RCS)
41. Values for behaviour categories ratios in three DIETs
42. Frequencies for selected categories three DIETs (RCS)
43. Frequencies for selected categories three DIETs (ETC)
44. Values for behaviour categories ratios in three DIETs (ETC)
45. Frequencies for selected categories in three subjects (ETC)